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“As Americans we should all share one
dream … that we should all enjoy the
same rights as everybody else.”

© JAVIER MORGADO

Javier Morgado is a journalist and a four-time Emmy Award-winning executive producer
at CNN. He received his latest award as part of the CNN team whose breaking coverage
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Rico from Hurricane Maria.
Morgado was born to Cuban parents in Miami, Florida. Cable news captivated him
early on. Eventually, he grew “completely obsessed” with the format and writing of
news programs. He earned his bachelor’s degree from the University of Miami and holds two master’s degrees: one
from Fordham University and one from New York University. He completed executive education programs at Harvard
Business School and Northwestern University and began his journalism career in 1995 at WPLG, Miami’s ABC affiliate.
In 1999 Morgado joined NBC’s WTVJ as an assignment editor. In 2001 his work with NBC News hunting down leads
on the September 11 terrorist attacks captured the network’s attention. He soon was promoted to the NBC News
assignment desk in New York.
During his 11 years there, Morgado held several leadership positions. He played a
pivotal role in the network’s coverage of breaking stories, including the Space
Shuttle Columbia explosion, and served on the team that led the network’s
award-winning coverage of the Iraq war in 2003. Mogado worked as senior
political editor during the 2004 presidential election and the 2006 midterms.
He became the supervising producer of “TODAY” from 2006 to 2010, during
which time, the show won two Daytime Emmys.
In December 2011, Morgado joined CNN as senior broadcast producer of
“Starting Point with Soledad O’Brien.” He became the executive producer of
“New Day,” a position he held for seven years, before moving on to produce “At
This Hour With Kate Bolduan.”
Morgado is a lifetime member of the National Association of Hispanic Journalists
(NAHJ) and the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association (NLGJA). He
is vice chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Martha Graham Dance
Company and sits on the boards of the Stonewall Community
Foundation and the Provincetown Film Festival. He is a
member of the Dean’s Committee at the University of
Miami School of Communication and teaches as an
adjunct professor at Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism.
For Morgado, being openly gay in the workplace is
an incredible asset. He insists, “Being true to who
I am allows me to focus on the stories we tell, on
reporting the truth and on showcasing diverse
perspectives in our coverage.”
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